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Production Tenant Features

Inventory
Segmentation with Subscriptions: You can now set or update inventory tags on items in subscriptions, which

follows the same process as when adding and updating tags on standard orders. If tags exist on a subscription,

then those will be passed to the items in Order Al Items Now, Order Partial Items Now, and Next Order Only

mode.

Segmentation in Return Replacements: When creating a return replacement from the Admin UI, the Edit Details

pop-up will prepopulate the inventory tags for the replacement items. If there are more than three tags, then only

the first three will be prepopulated. You will be able to update the tags and add new tags (up to three total) in this

pop-up as well. This is similar to the same process as when adding and updating tags on standard order items.

Deprecated Reservation APIs: Two Reservation APIs have been deprecated, Update Fulfillment Method

( .../commerce/reservation/{reservationId}/items/{reservationItemId}/fulfilmentMethod/{fulfilmentMethod}
and Update Pickup Location

( .../commerce/reservation/{reservationId}/items/{itemId}/fulfillment/{fulfillmentLocationCode} ).

Use alternative APIs such as Update Reservation Item instead. The deprecated API schemas will be removed from

the API documentation soon.

Locations
Extensible Carriers in Location Groups: The Location Groups page of the Admin UI now fully supports

extensible shipping carriers, allowing you to set carrier credentials and service types for those carriers within the

group.

Production Bug Fixes
Service Resolution

Commerce

If an auto-add free product discount was configured with multiple target products, and one of the

product was set to be hidden on the storefront and didn't have enough inventory, then the discount

would break and no longer work for the remaining product. This is because an error would be thrown

when fetching product details for the hidden and unavailable product. This has been fixed so that this

error will not prevent the discount from still being applied to a valid product.

Locations

When making a Get Locations API call, using the "ne" operator did not result in appropriately filtered

results. This was due to the filter logic using the same expression for "eq" and "ne," which has now

been corrected so that "ne" results will be properly filtered.

Orders

When trying to view an existing order attribute from the schema page, a generic error message  would

be displayed although none was reported in the browser Network tab. This has been fixed so that the

page will load the order attribute details as expected.

http://docs.kibocommerce.com/help/update-tags-on-order-items
http://docs.kibocommerce.com/help/replace-a-return
https://apidocs.kibocommerce.com/?spec=reservation#put-/commerce/reservation/-reservationId-/items/-reservationItemId-
http://docs.kibocommerce.com/help/shipping-extensibility


Orders
When creating a new shipment for an order, the product name search was not working. This has been

fixed so that products can be easily searched by name and added to the shipment.

Orders

Some orders in the Validated status were unable to be accepted from the Admin UI, as a 500 Internal

Server error was encountered instead. This has been corrected so that valid orders can be successfully

accepted in the UI.

Search

The Site Search was displaying cached data for a couple hours after the data was updated, where it

was expected to sync immediately and return current data like the Product Search. This has been

fixed so that a data update will re-index the data and Site Search will display the new data.

Service Resolution

Production Sandbox Features

Customers
Customer Search Enhancements: You can now use the Advanced Filters of the Customers UI to switch between

performing an Exact or Contains search, similarly to what you can already do in the Orders UI. You can perform

these searches on the customer's first name, last name, and phone number. However, note that Contains

searches are not supported for phone numbers; looking up a phone number will only ever return exact matches.

Discounts
Subscription Discount Enhancements: The Discounts UI has been updated to offer more options when

configuring subscription discounts. You can now specify whether the discount is applied to the initial order only,

continuity orders only, or both. Your selection will determine which additional settings are available, where for

continuity orders you can fine-tune your discount eligibility based on the continuity recurrence, Nth continuity

order, and subscription frequency. See the Subscription Discounts guide for more details.

Sandbox Bug Fixes
Service Resolution

API

Extensions

When using the global.request.after API Extension, setting single or multiple cookies resulted in an

error saying that an item with the same key had already been added. This has been corrected so that

cookies can be successfully set in API Extensions without throwing this exception.

Catalog

The Quick Edit Assign Categories page's advanced filter was not filtering category types when

selecting products. This has been fixed so that you can properly filter products by their categories and

select them more easily.

Locations

Location group BPM configurations could not be updated properly, as the changes were not being

saved. This was due to a null issue caused by having a "None" default carrier, but has now been fixed

so that BPMs can be successfully edited for location groups regardless of the default carrier selection.

http://docs.kibocommerce.com/help/customers-overview
http://docs.kibocommerce.com/help/subscription-discounts


Search

The Site Search was erroring out when an invalid Category ID or Category Code was provided in the

search parameters, and has now been made more fault-tolerant so that it will return zero results

instead.

Service Resolution


